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“THE SIMPLEST WAY
OF FULFILLING A 

TASK IS TO FIND A 
SPECIALIST WHO 

WILL COMPLETE IT 
MASTERFULLY.”



A BRAND WITH A 
SUCCESS STORY



It all started with the MARS® single-cord fanlight 

opener. This fitting gave birth to the HAUTAU brand 

and, in turn, the brand set the success story in motion 

more than 100 years ago. Company founder Wilhelm 

Hautau started producing his inventions in a small 

workshop in 1910, leading to numerous new designs 

and patents. 

Today, you will find our products the world over and 

more than 300 employees in Helpsen, North Germany, 

who are motivated, show initiative and think outside 

the box. At HAUTAU, traditional values meet state-of-

the-art technologies and a modern, future-focused 

industrial enterprise.



Nobody can know everything. But we do know what

we’re talking about. HAUTAU is the world’s leading  

specialist in slide technology and window-related 

automation. We carry on thinking where others stop.  

Our passion is our solutions for window hardware. And  

as we like doing what we do, it is special challenges  

in particular which make us a strong partner.

The world slides with HAUTAU. You will benefit from  

our many years’ experience and we will devote our  

energy and commitment to finding new solutions for 

your requirements. We wish to make your life simpler 

with security, user convenience and barrier-free design 

while providing you with ready, uncomplicated assis-

tance based on our specialist knowledge. 

EXPERTISE 
MEETS 
PASSION





True customer relationships are like partnerships. 

Partners must be able to trust and rely on one 

another. This is our priority and the basis for 

giving you advice and support as a reliable con-

tact from the outset. We attach great importance 

to a long-lasting, close cooperative partnership 

since a lasting relationship is the only way to 

overcome shared challenges. Let’s do it together.

Our employees consistently work to ensure your 

success. They are specialists in their field and 

are happy to pass on their knowledge to you in a 

cooperative relationship defined by openness, sin-

cerity and appreciation. Efficient procedures, clear 

communication and prompt decisions produce 

custom-fit solutions for your requirements. We’ll 

assist you without any ifs or buts.

WE ARE TRUE  
PARTNERS FOR YOU





THE HARDWARE MAKES 
THE DIFFERENCE

Our solutions are synonymous with added function, 

convenience, durability and a sense of life. Special 

requirements need much more than off-the-rail  

products; they require customised systems. This is 

where our strength lies. We offer you a wide variety  

of products with an extensive accessory range.

•  Time-tested tilt and slide and parallel- 

retract-slide fittings

•  Extensive range of lift and slide fittings  

and components

• Electric slide solutions

• Manual and electric fanlight hardware

• Drive solutions for windows

•  Smart building and convenience elements 

for cross-generational living





SLIDE SYSTEMS

ATRIUM®

PEOPLE, EXPERTISE AND QUALITY – THAT’S HAUTAU

ATRIUM® SP komfort
The parallel-retract-slide fitting impresses with 

a soft-close mechanism and secure trickle vent. 

Open and move panels easily with a single turn  

of the handle. Ideal for all materials. 
ATRIUM® HKS
The tilt and slide fitting for optimum imper- 

meability. Wide opening widths up to 4 m 

ensure rooms flooded with light. It moves  

large, floor-to-ceiling panels extremely easily. 

Suitable for all materials.

ATRIUM® HS
The lift and slide system moves lightweight  

panels with narrow profiles just as precisely  

as extra-large panels. This lift and slide fitting  

will fulfil your requirements thanks to many  

equipment features for greater convenience, 

security or barrier-free design. Suitable  

for all materials.





PIVOT SASH FITTING 

TORNADO

FLEXIBILITY, CREATIVITY AND 

TEAM SPIRIT – THAT’S HAUTAU

The system for energy-saving air exchange. 

It provides maximum scope for design for 

round and rectangular horizontally pivoting 

windows made of wood and PVC.

 

FANLIGHT OPENER 

PRIMAT
The opener for all fanlights. The PRIMAT 

opens and closes fanlights which are not 

within the user’s reach, no matter if they 

are round, oval or rectangular. Ideal for all 

materials.





INTELLIGENCE FOR 
YOUR WINDOWS 

WINDOW
AUTOMATION

ENTHUSIASM FOR THE PRODUCT AND  

CONSTANT NEW IDEAS – THAT’S HAUTAU

Are you looking for an intelligent control  

system for your windows? Fully automatic,  

needs-based ventilation in your home which  

measures temperature, air humidity and CO
2
  

content in the air? A switch, keypad, time  

control, smartphone or remote control are just  

a few of our options available to activate  

motorised windows and French doors at a  

mere press of a button. The right solution for  

your life situation. The HAUTAU interface allows  

solutions to be integrated into your building  

management system.







Each customer has different concerns. Tell us what  

we can do for you. We look forward to your call or visit. 

You can rely on prompt, expert assistance. Our field 

and in-house sales team is at your service. 

Service at HAUTAU means personal, all-inclusive 

care on equal terms to ensure that you feel you are 

in excellent hands. We provide direct, rapid, reliable 

professional consultation without delay. We thus give 

you greater freedom to do other things. Our goal? 

We’d like not only to meet your expectations, but also 

exceed them. Our service for customers starts way 

before a product is sold and continues for some time 

after your purchase.

We can do a great deal for you. More than you expect.

High quality, professional expertise and imagination 

are the basis for successful cooperation. However, 

this is not sufficient to meet our standards. We want 

more since we think with an eye to the future and are 

constantly developing further. That’s why we set the 

barrier increasingly higher.

PERSONAL AND 
CUSTOMER-ORIENTED, 
ESPECIALLY OUR 
CUSTOMER SERVICE



OUR KNOWLEDGE – 
YOUR ADVANTAGE

Strict internal testing procedures and external 

certification measures ensure our quality, improving 

it on a continuous basis.

Comprehensive training and seminar programmes  

provide you with valuable information based on  

practical experience for practical use. This allows  

you to keep up to date with the latest developments. 

Our PIZ Test and Innovation Centre provides a modern 

forum to pass on our specialist knowledge to you.

You can download our product information from 

our website free of charge. We provide professional 

support and assistance in the form of documenta-

tion for installing our products and putting them into 

operation.

Our tools and online applications such as calculation 

and order placement assistants or calculation pro-

grammes deliver a precise result to you rapidly and 

easily.

Modern professional qualifications and study pro-

grammes will also guarantee qualified specialists in 

the HAUTAU team in the future. Active involvement 

in associations and committees ensures up-to-date 

expertise.

YEARS OF KNOWLEDGE, PRACTICE-BASED  

EXPERTISE AND STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES – 

THAT’S HAUTAU







You will find our solutions all around the world. 

They reliably and ceaselessly provide fresh air  

and a pleasant, healthy indoor climate wherever  

they may be.

We consciously selected Germany as our  

production location, supplying the world with  

hardware from Helpsen. This means we are  

also always in your local area and right where  

you need us since we wish to be close to our  

customers and their needs. Comprising our  

own representatives and qualified retail partners,  

our network ensures presence and proximity  

to markets thanks to direct contact persons. 

Or visit us at international trade fairs and take  

a look at us and our products. We look forward  

to meeting you in person since we take customer 

focus seriously.

FROM HELPSEN 
INTO THE WORLD



HAUTAU GmbH 

Wilhelm-Hautau-Straße 2 | 31691 Helpsen | Germany

Tel +49 5724 393-0 | info@hautau.de | www.hautau.de
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